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1. Introduction  

 

1.1 The complaint concerns undisclosed profits earned by the second 

and third respondents (collectively referred to for the sake of 

convenience as “NBC”) during the course of their administration 

of the first respondent (“the fund”), a pension fund duly registered 

in terms of the provisions of the Act. 

 

1.2 The complaint was received by this office on 29 March 2007 and 

the respondents were requested to file submissions by 29 June 

2007. A response was received from NBC on 20 July 2007 and on 

16 July 2007 from the fund. The complainant was copied with the 

responses, but has not replied. 

 

1.3 After reviewing the written submissions, I do not consider it 

necessary to hold a hearing in this matter. My determination 

together with supporting reasons appears below. 

 

 

2. Complaint 

 

2.1 The complainant is a former member of the fund, having retired in 

August 2003. He claims that NBC made certain unlawful profits 

in the course of its mandate of administering the fund which 

ought to have accrued to the fund. The profits were generated 

through the aggregation or “bulking” of the bank accounts of the 
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pension funds administered by NBC, thereby earning preferential 

interest rates for each fund. As a “reward” for putting this 

arrangement in place, NBC retained a portion of the additional 

interest for itself without disclosing this to the fund.  

 

2.2 The complainant maintains that 

 

 2.2.1 NBC was obliged to secure the best possible interest 

rate for the fund as part of its mandate in administering 

the fund; 

 

 2.2.2 NBC was legally obliged to pass on the advantage of 

the higher interest rates it negotiated to the fund; and 

 

2.2.3 NBC was not entitled to retain a percentage of the 

higher interest rate it negotiated, as it was already being 

paid a fee in terms of the administration agreement. 

 

2.3 On 12 October 2006, according to the complainant, the board of 

trustees of the fund ratified the conduct of NBC with 

retrospective effect, thereby allowing it to retain the secret profits. 

It is against this decision of the trustees that the complaint is 

launched, as the complainant is of the view that the decision is 

not in the interests of the fund or its members, past and present, 

and is in excess of the trustees’ authority. 
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2.4 The complainant requests the following relief: 

 

2.4.1 A declaration that the decision made by the board of 

trustees ratifying the undisclosed profits made by NBC 

was in excess of its authority, and was not in the best 

interests of the fund or its members; 

 

2.4.2 An order directing NBC to refund the secret profits to 

the fund together with interest thereon; 

 

2.4.3 A prohibition on offsetting the amount referred to 

above by a reduction in administration fees; 

 

2.4.4 Provision of free actuarial assistance  to the trustees of 

the fund by NBC to effect a distribution plan to ensure 

that every current and former member of the fund 

receives appropriate compensation from the secret 

profits made by NBC; 

 

2.4.5 Full disclosure to all members of the extent of the 

secret profits, and an accounting by the trustees to show 

that it has been recovered in full; and 

 

2.4.6 That the recently distributed fund surplus be increased 

by an appropriate proportion of the secret profits so 

recovered. 
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3. Response from NBC 

 

3.1 A response was received from the second respondent, seemingly 

on behalf of itself and the third respondent. It confirms that it 

administers the fund and records that the fund will file a separate 

response to the complaint. 

 

3.2 It states that a full disclosure was made to the trustees of the fund 

in respect of the issues raised in the complaint. For that reason it 

was deemed appropriate that the fund should respond 

independently to the complaint. 

 

 

4. Response from the fund 

 

4.1 The fund states that the second respondent was appointed as the 

administrator of the fund with effect from 1 April 2000. With 

effect from 1 June 2003 the second respondent was appointed as 

consultant and the third respondent was appointed as 

administrator. The fund refers collectively to these entities as “the 

administrator”. It is not clear from the response which entity is 

referred to in any particular context, nor is the precise relationship 

between the obviously related service providers spelt out. 

However, it is evident that at some point the administrative 

function was outsourced to the third respondent. For purposes of 

this determination they will collectively be referred to as “NBC”. 
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4.2 During 2006 when the press reported on the practice of “bulking” 

by members of the retirement fund administration industry, the 

fund was advised by NBC that it had not engaged in “bulking” 

practices, but that it had rendered a cash management service. 

The fund has annexed a copy of extracts of this communication, 

the relevant portion of which reads as follows: 

 

 “Use of the term “bulking” in this context is in our view 

misleading. It suggests that the credit balances of large funds are 

“bulked” (or stored together) with those of smaller funds 

conjuring up visions of cross subsidization. Each fund earns 

interest at a rate according to its own current account credit 

balance at a rate between prime less 5.75% and prime less 8.00% 

depending on the average credit balance in that account. Interest 

paid by banks on a current account such as yours is normally nil. 

The interest rate paid on the total “group” by the banks as 

negotiated by NBC is prime less 5.00%. As compensation for the 

arrangement NBC receives income from the banks equal to the 

difference between the group rate and the rate earned by the fund 

based on its current account balance. The grouping arrangement 

is in place with both Standard Bank and ABSA where the 

majority of our client funds have their current accounts. The 

alternative to grouping your account is not to group it, in which 

event your fund would earn less interest than is currently the case 

i.e. nil.” 

 

4.3 The fund goes on to observe that this transpired to be the practice 

of “bulking” referred to in the press. NBC also informed the fund 

that it had retained a portion of the interest so earned as a fee for 
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the rendering of the cash management services. The fund reports 

that it then requested a full disclosure from NBC of all interest 

earned in the fund’s bank account and of all amounts retained by 

NBC as a fee. 

 

4.4 NBC then delivered to the fund statements produced by Standard 

Bank.  It was apparent from this that a total amount of R3 437 750 

had been paid by Standard Bank as interest on the cash balances 

in the fund’s bank account for the period 26 April 2000 to 31 

March 2006. The statements confirmed that of this amount, an 

amount of R3 068 640 was credited to the fund and an amount of 

R369 109 was retained by NBC. Thus, NBC received 10.74% of 

the total interest amount earned on the fund’s bank account over 

this period. 

 

4.5 The fund states that the board of trustees then considered the 

matter. It held a meeting on 12 September 2006. At this meeting 

the board took cognisance of the following factors: 

 

4.5.1 The fund had benefited from participating in the cash 

management practice to the extent of approximately 

90% of prime interest rate, less 5%, which was well in 

excess of the interest that would otherwise have been 

payable on the fund’s account had it not participated in 

the practice. 

 

4.5.2 In the event that NBC had invited the fund to 
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participate in the practice, it would in all likelihood 

have agreed to do so, and have agreed to the payment 

of a reasonable fee to NBC. 

 

4.5.3 The deduction of approximately 10% of the interest 

earned amounted to a reasonable fee in the opinion of 

the board. 

 

4.5.4 The non-disclosure of the fees earned through bulking 

the cash accounts was prevalent throughout the 

industry.  The only issue at stake was the fact that NBC 

had failed to inform the fund that it was earning a fee 

for the rendering of a service. 

 

4.5.5 Although, in the board’s view, NBC was not 

contractually entitled to earn a fee for services rendered 

to the fund without agreement from the fund on such 

fees, the fund was entitled to ratify such fees with 

retrospective effect. 

 

4.5.6 NBC had indicated a willingness to repay any 

undisclosed fees to the fund should the board so 

require. 

 

4.5.7 The failure by NBC to disclose the practice of 

undisclosed profits had seriously damaged the trust 

relationship between the fund and NBC, although its 
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motive, in the view of the board, was to benefit the 

fund, and not to enrich itself to the detriment of the 

fund. 

 

4.5.8 The payment of an amount of R369 109 would not 

repair the damage to the trust relationship. 

 

4.6 Subsequent to lengthy debate, the following decisions were taken: 

 

4.6.1 Although the board was dissatisfied with the lack of 

disclosure surrounding the profits accruing to NBC, the 

fund had benefited from the practice of consolidating 

the bank balances for purposes of higher interest. 

 

4.6.2 The board would therefore ratify the conduct of NBC in 

appropriating profits without disclosure to the fund. 

 

4.6.3 NBC would be advised in writing that no further 

breaches of this nature would be tolerated. 

 

4.7 The fund states that the above decision was communicated to all 

members. With effect from 1 April 2006 NBC has not been 

retaining interest on the cash accounts. Instead a cash 

management service has been included under the service level 

agreement between the fund and NBC, which regulates all fees 

payable. 
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4.8 In further defence of the board’s decision, the fund records that at 

no time did NBC refuse to refund the “secret fee”, and in fact did 

offer to repay all monies in the event that the trustees required 

this of it. The fund denies that the board’s decision to ratify 

NBC’s undisclosed fees in respect of the cash management 

service was beyond its authority. It also disputes that it was not in 

the best interests of the fund and its members. It contends that it 

was a commercial decision relating to the contractual relationship 

between the fund and its administrator, and in the view of the 

board, the correct decision in the circumstances and one that 

furthered the interests of members. It submits further that without 

the cash management arrangement established by NBC, no part of 

the benefit (of higher interest earned) would have accrued to the 

fund. 

 

4.9 Finally, regarding the amount retained by NBC, the fund points 

out that in relation to the overall financial position of the fund, the 

profits made by NBC, if refunded, would not constitute a material 

payment to all members as alleged by the complainant. It 

concludes that in the event of a finding that the board was not 

authorised to ratify the payments to NBC, the Adjudicator should 

rule that such amount be paid to the fund to be utilised by the 

fund in the ordinary course. 
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5. Determination and reasons therefor 

 

5.1 Before proceeding to the merits, it is advisable to consider 

whether the complainant has the necessary legal standing to bring 

this complaint, and whether the facts disclosed amount to a 

“complaint” as defined.  

 

5.2  The complainant is a former member of the fund. The definition 

of “complainant” in section 1 of the Act specifically includes 

former members of funds.  

 

5.3 “Complaint” is defined in section 1 in the following terms: 

 

 “"complaint" means a complaint of a complainant relating to 

the administration of a fund, the investment of its funds or the 

interpretation and application of its rules, and alleging- 

 

(a) that a decision of the fund or any person purportedly 

taken in terms of the rules was in excess of the powers 

of that fund or person, or an improper exercise of its 

powers; 

 

(b) that the complainant has sustained or may sustain 

prejudice in consequence of the maladministration of 

the fund by the fund or any person, whether by act or 

omission; 

 

(c) that a dispute of fact or law has arisen in relation to a  
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fund between the fund or any person and the 

complainant; or 

 

(d) that an employer who participates in a fund has not 

fulfilled its duties in terms of the rules of the fund; but 

shall not include a complaint which does not relate to a 

specific complainant.” 

 

5.4 The complainant alleges that the decision of the board of trustees 

of the fund (not to recover monies due to it) was in excess of its 

powers, or an improper exercise thereof. The complainant further 

alleges that he has sustained prejudice as a result of this decision. 

The prejudice lies in the possibility that he exited the fund with a 

benefit that was less than it should have been, alternatively that 

the monies properly recouped (or a portion thereof) could or 

should be applied to increase retrospectively the benefits of 

former members. The reasoning underlying this is that, 

irrespective of when the monies are recovered by the fund, they 

fell due to it during the period that the complainant was a 

member. 

 

5.5 I am satisfied that this grievance falls within the definition of a 

complaint, specifically relating to the administration of a fund, 

and containing the allegations set out in paragraphs (a) and (b).  

 

 Bulking and secret profits 

 

5.6  On the merits, the first issue for determination is whether NBC 
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was entitled to make a secret profit in the course of executing its 

mandate on behalf of the fund. 

 

5.7 The relationship between the fund and NBC, in its role of fund 

administrator, was one of principal and agent. NBC undertook to 

act on behalf of the fund in the day to day administration of its 

business and no doubt provided other supporting services spelt 

out in the service level agreement.  

 

5.8 The law of agency, as embodied in the common law, therefore 

governs this relationship. Kerr
1
 provides a useful summary of the 

guiding principle with regard to profits made by an agent in the 

course of execution of the principal’s mandate. He writes: 

 

 “The principal is entitled to the benefit of the care and skill 

which the agent undertook to use on his behalf. If he does not 

wish to avail himself of this benefit in whole or in part he may 

permit his agent to benefit himself. This he may do expressly or 

impliedly, or he may waive his rights after the event; but his 

agreement or waiver must be given freely and with full 

knowledge of the material facts. (“The onus is thrown on the 

agent to show that he made a complete disclosure to his principal 

and, in addition to that, that the principal has acquiesced in the 

transaction.”
2
) In any other circumstances, and notwithstanding 

the fact that the agent may have been bona fide, any profit he 

makes in agency transactions is claimable by the principal.” 

                                                           
1
 A J Kerr, The Law of Agency, 3

rd
 edition, Butterworths, Durban, 1991, at page 174. 

2
 Mallinson v Tanner 1947 4 SA 681 (T) at 684, per Barry JP. 
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5.9 In Robinson v Randfontein Estates Gold Mining Co Ltd
3
 

Solomons JA quoted with approval the following statement from 

Jacobus Marler Estates v Marler
4
 as being a correct exposition of 

our own law: 

 

 “It is no doubt well settled that in equity an agent cannot, without 

the consent of his principal given with full knowledge of the 

material facts and under circumstances which rebut any 

presumption of undue influence, retain any profit acquired by 

him in transactions within the scope of the agency. The principal 

can always in such a case treat the profit as acquired on his own 

behalf and insist on its being accounted for to him. For the same 

reasons an agent whose duty it is to acquire property on behalf of 

his principal cannot without the like consent acquire it on his 

own behalf and subsequently re-sell it to his principal at an 

enhanced price. In such a case the principal can treat the property 

as originally acquired for him and the re-sale as nugatory, and 

may, therefore, recover from the agent the money paid on such 

re-sale less the original price and the expenses incurred by the 

agent if acquiring the property.” 

 

5.10 As applied to the present facts, the fund was entitled to expect that 

NBC would procure the best possible services and growth rates on 

behalf of the fund that it was able to negotiate. Given NBC’s 

expertise in the retirement sector, and having regard to its 

bargaining strength with financial institutions such as banks (by 

virtue of the scale of business it could channel their way), it 

                                                           
3
 1921 AD 168 at 229. 

4
 114 LT 640. 
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would be surprising indeed if it did not “bulk” its cash accounts in 

some way. Presumably one of the attractions in signing up with a 

large administrator is the marketed advantage of economies of 

scale from which the fund would hope, and be entitled, to derive a 

benefit. 

 

5.11 It is obvious that the negotiation of the preferential interest rates 

fell squarely within the scope of NBC’s mandate, and all profits 

flowing from that ought therefore to have been passed on to the 

fund. The retention of approximately 10% of the interest on the 

cash account, without the knowledge or consent of the fund, was 

therefore wrongful. The fund is entitled to recover the amounts so 

retained from its agent, NBC.  

 

 Authority of the board of trustees to ratify the secret profits 

 

5.12 I turn now to the question of whether the board of trustees of the 

fund had the authority to ratify with retrospective effect the 

undisclosed profits retained by NBC.  

 

5.13 In short, the position is that NBC has wrongfully withheld monies 

amounting to some R369 109 from the fund. Both parties agree 

that NBC was not entitled to retain the profits. According to the 

fund, NBC has offered to repay the above amount if the fund so 

requires. Despite this, however, the board of trustees has allowed 

NBC to retain these irregular proceeds. 
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5.14 Before examining the factors cited by the fund for arriving at this 

decision, it is appropriate to explore the content of the duty owed 

by the board of trustees to the fund membership. There are two 

chief statutory sources that define the relationship. The first is 

contained in section 7C of the Pension Funds Act, which is often 

regarded as a codification of the common law fiduciary duty owed 

by a trustee on account of his management of trust property. It 

reads as follows: 

 

  “Object of the board 

 

(1) The object of a board shall be to direct, control and 

oversee the operations of a fund in accordance with 

the applicable laws and rules of the fund. 

 

(2) In pursuing its object the board shall: 

 

(a) take all reasonable steps to ensure that 

the interest of members in terms of the 

rules of the fund and the provisions of 

this Act are protected at all times, 

especially in the event of an 

amalgamation or transfer of any business 

contemplated in section 14, splitting of a 

fund, termination or reduction of 

contributions to a fund by an employer, 

increase of contributions of members and 

withdrawal of an employer who 

participates in a fund; 
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(b) act with due care, diligence and good 

faith; 

 

(c) avoid conflicts of interest; 

 

(d) act with impartiality in respect of all 

members and beneficiaries. 

 

5.15 The second provision of relevance is found in the Financial 

Institutions (Protection of Funds) Act 28 of 2001. This Act 

defines a “financial institution” to include any pension fund 

organization registered in terms of the Pension Funds Act. Section 

2 deals with the duties of persons (in this case trustees) dealing 

with property controlled by financial institutions. It provides: 

 

 “Duties of persons dealing with funds of, and with trust 

controlled by, financial institutions: 

  

 A director, member, partner, official, employee or agent of a 

financial institution or of a nominee company who invests, holds, 

keeps in safe custody, controls, administers or alienates any 

funds of the financial institution or any trust property: 

 

(a) must, with regard to such funds, observe the utmost 

good faith and exercise proper care and diligence; 

 

(b) must, with regard to the trust property and the terms 

of the instrument or agreement by which the trust or 

agency in question has been created, observe the 
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utmost good faith and exercise the care and diligence 

required of a trustee in the exercise or discharge of 

his or her powers and duties; and 

 

(c) may not alienate, invest, pledge, hypothecate or 

otherwise encumber or make use of the funds or trust 

property or furnish any guarantee in a manner 

calculated to gain directly or indirectly any improper 

advantage for himself or herself or for any other 

person to the prejudice of the financial institution or 

principal concerned”.  

 

5.16 It is evident from these provisions that the board of trustees does 

not have an unfettered discretion in dealing with the pension fund 

assets. On the contrary, it is bound to exercise its control over the 

property in such a way that it is to the general benefit of the fund 

membership. In particular, the last provision of section 2 above is 

instructive. It terms of this, the board may not dispose of any 

property of the pension fund (which would include secret profits 

to which the fund was entitled) in a manner calculated to gain any 

improper advantage to another person.  

 

5.17 In the face of this statutory duty the board of trustees would have 

to have compelling, if not exceptional, reasons for refusing to 

enforce an acknowledged debt to the fund in circumstances where 

the liability is admitted, and repayment tendered.  

 

5.18 The fund is understandably conflicted in the presentation of this 
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aspect of its argument, as it is attempting to say on the one hand 

that NBC deserved to earn the fees it secretly appropriated to 

itself, yet on the other hand that NBC was not entitled to retain the 

monies, and that its dishonesty in this regard damaged the trust 

relationship between them. This irresolvable dichotomy pervades 

the entire response on this point. 

 

5.19 The fund has posited that it would not have benefitted from the 

preferential interest rates had NBC not run a “cash management 

service”, and that the undisclosed fees it deducted were therefore 

somehow reasonable or appropriate. This is not correct. In its role 

as agent for the fund, NBC was obliged to use its skill and 

resources to achieve the best possible rates for its principal. The 

new service level agreement concluded with NBC, in terms of 

which it is entitled to an additional fee for “managing the cash 

accounts”, comprises a new contract between principal and agent 

in which the conditions concerning remuneration (and possibly 

other issues) have been adjusted. The parties are now on an equal 

contracting footing with regard to the arrangement they make in 

respect of profits accruing on bulked cash accounts. That is 

because the practice of retaining secret profits has now been 

disclosed. The fund is therefore in a position to consent to a 

mutually acceptable arrangement in this regard.  

 

5.20 However, it does not flow from this that there was a previous 

entitlement on the part of NBC. This much is acknowledged in the 

fund’s response, however hard it tries to gloss over the 
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irregularity by referring to otherwise unremunerated services on 

the part of NBC. The fact that the fund is now prepared to pay for 

these services in the future cannot of itself make the secret 

deduction of such monies in the past in any way reasonable. 

 

5.21 The fund also contends that the prevalence in the industry of 

administrators receiving undisclosed profits should be regarded as 

a mitigating factor. This, to my mind, is not a persuasive factor in 

condoning wrongful conduct which has occurred at the expense of 

the fund. 

 

5.22 The fund has cited its commercial relationship with NBC as a 

factor in deciding not to reclaim the profits. It states that the 

misappropriation of the profits damaged the relationship, but that 

the relatively small amount, if repaid, would not repair the 

damaged trust. Considering that NBC was entirely to blame for 

the breakdown in trust, I cannot see how an insistence by the fund 

on the disgorgement of the illicit gains could possibly damage the 

relationship further. On the contrary, common sense suggests that 

the most likely route to restoring the trust relationship would be a 

restitution by NBC of the amounts unlawfully appropriated from 

the fund. This is especially so when the ultimate loss will be 

borne by the fund members, not the trustees. If the amount is as 

minimal in relation to fund income as suggested by the fund’s 

response, then it should not entail too much hardship for NBC to 

repay the monies. If on the other hand, the amounts are 

significant, it begs the question of why NBC should be allowed to 
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retain the profits at the expense of fund members. 

 

5.23 Finally, it is significant to note the views of the Registrar of 

Pension Funds (in his capacity as the financial regulator for 

retirement funds) on this issue. A recent circular (PF 129) deals 

specifically with the recovery of secret profits, and requires funds 

to engage in negotiation with the relevant service providers to 

ensure that secret profits are restored for the benefit of the fund 

and its members. It is worth quoting in full: 

 

1. “As mentioned in a General Circular issued by this office on 24 

March 2006, service providers (including administrators) to 

retirement funds are required to observe the utmost good faith, to 

exercise proper care and diligence, to refrain from gaining 

directly or indirectly improper advantage for themselves to the 

prejudice of their principals (the pension funds concerned) and to 

avoid conflicts of interest. Service providers stand in a 

relationship of trust vis-a-vis the pension funds in which they are 

involved. As mentioned in the abovementioned Circular, there 

are a number of ways in which a service provider can make a 

secret profit, for instance by way of bulking client funds, 

receiving a commission for the placing of insurance, scrip 

lending fees etc. And all such secret profits should have been 

investigated and be paid back to the relevant fund. 

 

2. The Registrar expects any service provider who made a secret 

profit to voluntarily refund those profits to the pension funds 

concerned, together with interest on the amounts so retained. In 

the absence of compelling reasons to the contrary, a failure to do 
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so would reflect negatively on the fit and proper requirements of 

the service provider concerned.  

 

3. Boards of funds are expected to engage in negotiation with the 

relevant service providers to ensure that secret profits are 

recovered for the benefit of the fund and its members. The board 

must be satisfied that: 

 

3.1 such profits have been calculated accurately; 

3.2 such proceeds are received by the fund; and  

3.3 once received, be applied in a fair and equitable 

manner. 

 

A failure by the board to adhere to the aforesaid will in itself 

amount to a contravention of the duties imposed on them in 

terms of section 7B and 7D of the Act. 

 

4. It has come to the attention of the Registrar that certain service 

providers have proposed to funds to have their actions in respect 

of secret profits ratified retrospectively. From a regulatory 

perspective, such action will not regularise the conduct of the 

service provider and could affect the Registrar’s view as to 

whether the service provider meets the fit and proper 

requirements. 

 

5. Boards should be aware of their duties and responsibilities in 

considering any such proposal. Boards that are called upon to 

retrospectively ratify the actions of their service provider 

retrospectively should be aware of the possibility that board 

members themselves could be held personally liable  for failing 

to act with due care, diligence and good faith or for failing to act 
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in the best interest of all the fund’s members and beneficiaries. 

Boards are once again referred to the requirements as per 

sections 7B and 7D of the Act as well as adjudicator’s 

determination in the case of MES V A v Art Medical Equipment 

Pension Fund where the board member was held personally 

liable for the payment of the death benefit concerned. 

 

5.24 All things considered, I am not persuaded that the board’s 

decision to ratify the unlawful retention of secret profits by its 

administrator could possibly have been in the interests of the fund 

or its members. The only entity in whose favour such a decision 

could operate is the service provider itself, NBC. I do not wish to 

state categorically that a decision such as that taken in the present 

case is ultra vires the powers of the board, as there may be 

circumstances in which such a decision would be justifiable. 

However, accepting that the board has a discretion to exercise in 

regard to its investigation and recovery of undisclosed profits, it is 

clear to me that in this case that discretion has been improperly 

exercised. It is evident from the above discussion that the board 

had recourse to several factors that were irrelevant to the issue for 

decision, and also disregarded several important factors that were 

highly relevant. The decision therefore falls to be set aside. 

 

5.25 It remains to be decided whether to remit this matter to the board 

of trustees for a re-exercise of discretion, or whether to replace the 

decision with my own. As a general principle, the courts are wary 

of assuming a discretion which has been entrusted to another 

tribunal or functionary, and will refer the matter back to that 
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tribunal or functionary for a fresh decision. However, the 

principle may be departed from in exceptional circumstances, 

where for instance: 

 

5.25.1 The end result is in any event a foregone conclusion, 

and it would merely be a waste of time to order the 

tribunal or functionary to reconsider the matter; 

 

5.25.2 Further delay would cause unjustifiable prejudice to the 

applicant; 

 

5.25.3 The tribunal or functionary has exhibited bias or 

incompetence to such a degree that it would be unfair to 

require the applicant to submit to the same jurisdiction 

again; 

 

5.25.4 The court is in as good a position to make the decision 

itself. 

 

5.26 In the present case the first, second, and fourth factors are clearly 

relevant. It is evident from the reasons given for my finding that 

there could only have been one legitimate outcome.  It would also 

be unfair to all concerned to permit the further delay that would 

be occasioned by remitting the matter.  Moreover, in the course of 

the investigations performed by this office in soliciting responses 

from the various parties, sufficient information has been placed on 

record for me to be in as good a position as the fund to make the 
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decision.  

 

5.27 With due consideration to all the above factors, I am of the view 

that justice would not be served by remitting the matter to the 

board of trustees of the fund. Accordingly, I propose to substitute 

my own decision for that of the board, and to direct it to recover 

the undisclosed profits from NBC. 

 

Prohibition on set-off 

 

5.28 No basis has been laid for restricting the manner in which 

recompense is to take place. At this stage any such limitations on 

the powers of the fund or the board of trustees would be 

premature and inappropriate. Should an arrangement be entered 

into at some future date which the complainant can show is 

somehow deleterious to the interests of members, then a 

complaint, suitably framed and substantiated, may be lodged at 

that time. 

 

 Quantification of profits 

 

5.29 There is nothing to suggest that the board of trustees has not 

diligently applied its mind to quantifying the amounts retained. 

The Standard Bank records showing the interest credited to the 

fund in respect of the average monthly balances and the amounts 

retained by NBC appear to me to be adequate proof of the 

quantum of the claim in the absence of any specific challenge to 
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the way in which it has been computed. On the face of it, it 

appears to be a fairly straightforward calculation. No facts have 

been placed before me to suggest that the methodology or 

calculation has been in any way flawed. The complainant has 

consequently made out no case for relief with regard to this aspect 

of his complaint. 

  

 Distribution of recovered profits 

 

5.30 The complainant is incorrect in assuming that members or former 

members have any direct entitlement to undisclosed profits 

restored to the fund. On the contrary, those monies accrue to the 

fund, and must be utilised for the benefit of the fund as a whole as 

determined by the board of trustees. There is no guarantee that 

members or former members will be entitled to share in them. The 

board of trustees of the fund, in accordance with its statutory 

mandate of governing the fund, is obliged to decide how best to 

utilise those funds. In some cases it may be that the fund will 

formulate a scheme for distribution of any profits once they have 

been recovered. Such scheme must be reasonable, but that does 

not necessarily mean that every potential beneficiary will or must 

be included. The following circumstances are examples of factors 

that may be taken into account in deciding on a scheme for 

distribution: 

 

• the amount available for distribution;  
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• the financial position of the fund;  

 

• the pool of potential beneficiaries and the cost of 

distributing to some or all of them; and 

 

• the time period over which the secret profits were 

retained by the administrator in relation to 

beneficiaries’ membership of the fund. 

 

5.31 The above is not an exhaustive list, and no doubt funds in this 

position will have recourse to the general principles that guided 

both the statutory apportionment schemes and the demutualisation 

profits that accrued to many funds in the late 1990’s and early 

2000’s. It may also be that a fund is justified in allocating the 

recovered profits to a reserve account, or in utilising them in a 

manner other than a distribution to members. For instance, this 

might be the case where the amount, once divided, is so negligible 

that the exercise is not cost effective. 

 

5.32 However, this is speculative. The point is that the complainant 

does not have a direct entitlement to a share in the recovered 

profits, and I am therefore precluded from ordering relief in 

respect of the remaining aspects of his complaint, all of which are 

aimed at enforcing a direct claim on the funds. Were I to make 

such an order, it would amount to a usurpation of the trustees’ 

discretion, as it is the board which must decide how the proceeds 

are to be utilised. However, I will as part of my order direct that 
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the board exercise its discretion in this regard within a prescribed 

timeframe, and require it to notify the complainant of its decision. 

If the complainant at that stage believes there are grounds for 

dissatisfaction based on some misdirection on the part of the 

board, he may then lodge a complaint in relation to that decision. 

Anything prior to that will be premature. 

 

 

6. Relief 

 

6.1 My order is accordingly as follows:  

 

6.1.1 The decision of the board of trustees of the first 

respondent taken on 12 September 2006 (in terms of 

which it released the second and third respondents from 

their obligation to restore the undisclosed profits 

accruing in the course of their mandate to the first 

respondent) is hereby set aside. 

 

6.1.2 The fund is hereby directed to take the appropriate 

steps to recover the profits referred to above from the 

second and third respondents, together with interest 

thereon from date of accrual of the profits to date of 

final payment at the rate of 15,5%. 
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6.1.3 The board of trustees is directed to exercise its 

discretion with regard to how it plans to utilise the 

recovered profits within 8 weeks of date hereof. 

 

6.1.4 The fund is further directed to advise the complainant 

in writing of the decision taken in 6.1.3 above, together 

with reasons therefor, within two weeks of the board  

arriving at the decision. 

 

 

 

 

 

DATED AT CAPE TOWN ON THIS THE             DAY                     2008. 

 

 

 

 

 

_____________________ 

MAMODUPI MOHLALA 

PENSION FUNDS ADJUDICATOR 

 

 

 

 


